
• Retirement fund beneficiaries face physical, social and 
financial risks from being invested in fossil fuels 

• There are huge hidden costs to sticking with the ‘carbon 
development paradigm’ 

• Divestment is ethical, prudent and practical

Retirement funds can help build a stronger (low-
carbon, prosperous, equitable and sustainable) 
future for everyone by divesting from fossil fuels 

and reinvesting in the renewable and 
sustainable economy



Why divest?

• ‘If it’s wrong to wreck the planet, it’s wrong to profit from 
doing the wrecking.’ – Bill McKibben 

• The capital still invested in fossil fuel companies is lost to 
better opportunities  

• The fossil fuel industry first fought to conceal the reality of 
climate change, and now continues to lobby against 
climate change legislation





“We have the young people marching on the streets, while 
at the same time Exxon is sitting within the European 
institutions; it's basically on the table helping to draft 

climate and energy laws, and has a big influence and a lot 
of money to do so. It's not proportionate to what civil 

society organisations have,” says Kieninger . 
“At the same time they have lied for decades to us about 
the importance of climate change that they are actually 

causing with their activities.”  
– Frida Kieninger, campaigns officer at Food & Water 

Europe, March 2019 



“South Africa’s economic development 
should not be held hostage by special 

pleading from a limited number of high-
carbon companies who represent themselves 

as ‘business’ and even ‘the economy’.” – 
Morné du Plessis, CEO, WWF-SA



•The 1 in 4.5-billion-years transition that most economists and 
policymakers don’t grasp 

•The huge hidden costs of sticking with the ‘carbon 
development paradigm’ 

•Good performance in relation to benchmarks is not enough if 
investment choices are strangling the larger economy that 
sways the benchmarks 

•The potential for transition 

•The scale of the fossil fuel divestment movement 

•Why RFs should be considering fossil fuel divestment 

•How to approach divestment



Individual 
wealth

=
personal wealth + 

social + 
environmental wealth

Individual 
wealth at 

retirement
=

Future personal 
wealth + future social 

+ environmental 
wealth



The one-in-4.5 billion year 
transition we haven’t grasped



Most basic infrastructure  of the economy is the 
environment,  

we forget this because we’ve been able to take 
it for granted for 99% of human history.

• Clean, breathable air 

• Clean water 

• Safe and healthy food 

• Stable climate and weather 

• Multitude of living beings 
producing food, forests, waste sinks



Earth’s first atmosphere was similar to 
Saturn’s moon Titan. 



The 4.5 billion-year history of our 
atmosphere

Source: http://elte.prompt.hu/sites/default/files/tananyagok/AtmosphericChemistry/ch01.html



The difference is life



The 1 in 4.5-billion-years transition that most economists 
and policymakers don’t grasp

Human population and consumption



Since 1971, the world’s ecological footprint has 
exceeded biocapacity: We are using more resources 

than the Earth’s living systems can produce and 
producing more waste than it can absorb.

• Ecological footprint: The amount of biologically 
productive land and sea area required to support a 
particular person or population 

• Biocapacity: The ability of an ecosystem to produce useful 
biological materials and to absorb carbon dioxide 
emissions



Countries in red: Living in ecological debt



South Africa is in debt, both financially and ecologically



What does a company produce? Some combination of… 

Positive (and measured) Negative (externalities, often 
unmeasured)

Profits, Taxes, Dividends Losses, Evaded tax

Jobs Job losses

Products, Plant, Infrastructure
By-products: pollution, wildlife loss, 

land & soil degradation

Wages and salaries Occupational health problems

Reinforcing laws, norms and 
standards through good practice

Corruption, financial and ethical. 
Labour and human rights abuses. 

Injustice.

Knowledge, education, experience Business malpractice

Building society and community Damaging society and community



Sasol: Key positive and negative impacts

Positive Negative (externalities)

Earnings 2018: R3,367 billion  Carbon emissions 2018: 67,4 million 
tons, climate damage: R45 billion at 

$40 SCC.
Jobs: 30,000 

Annual production at Secunda: 60m 
barrels liquid fuel

Does not comply with minimum emissions 
standards for sulphur dioxide emissions, 

exceeding them 6x at its Synfuels-ME plants

R2 billion invested in skills and 
socio-economic development

At least 4 worker deaths (2018) / 50 
air pollution deaths

Carbon tax to be: R1–2 billion Opportunity costs

Building society and community Damaging society and community

(SCC = social cost of carbon)



Sasol’s air pollution
Pollutant Minimum Emission 

Standard (grams/second)
Sasol  

Synfuels-ME emissions

SO2  
(

500.44 2,899.19  

NOx 750.65 1,939.08

PM10 50.05 70.06

Source: ‘Air quality impacts and health effects due to large stationary source emissions in and around South Africa’s 
Mpumalanga Highveld Priority Area (HPA)’, 3 June 2019.

And Sasol is lobbying for a reduction in MES at 1000 mg/Nm3 SO2 

standard that ‘would be approximately 10 times weaker than the 
equivalent standard in India and 28 times weaker than the 
equivalent standard in China’



The sustainable economy
Old economy (extractivist) New economy (regenerative)

Imposes external costs on people 
and society

Aims to build common wealth and 
wellbeing

Responds to depletion by seeking 
out new resources to exploit

Aims to avoid depletion and 
cultivate or maintain existing 

resources

Linear resource flow: mining to 
waste

Circular resource flow: zero waste

Agriculture as mining: destroying 
soils and nature

Agriculture as cultivation: Building 
soils and working with nature

Source: Various, esp. Johan Rockström, Stockholm Resilience Institute



The immense costs of continued fossil 
fuel dependency / being locked into 
the carbon development paradigm



The current costs of the carbon 
development paradigm to SA

• Resource curse: paradox that ‘countries with an abundance of natural 
resources (such as fossil fuels and certain minerals), tend to have less 
economic growth, less democracy, and worse development outcomes’ 

• Early effects of climate change: 10% of GDP 

• Air pollution costs equivalent to 6% of GDP 

• Inequality: Resource-intensive economies more prone to inequality, 
and climate change magnifies inequality. 

• Corruption (highly associated with fossil fuel and extractive industries)





Climate breakdown has already cost 10% of SA’s GDP



Possible 27,000 annual premature deaths from 
exposure to fine PM, cost equivalent: 6% of GDP 

Source: https://www.theigc.org/blog/the-cost-of-air-pollution-in-south-africa/





The renewable energy 
transition has started







53 countries have 100% renewable energy targets,  
44 of them targeting 2050

Source: IRENA 2019, ‘Towards 100% renewable energy: status,trends and lessons learned’  



Countries with forms of 100% RE targets:  
Development is not dependent on fossil fuels, but can leapfrog 
fossil fuels, just as mobile technology has leapfrogged landlines 

• Albania (already 85% renewable) 

• Scotland (by 2020 – exceeded 2015 goal of 50% renewable – several days of 
100% in 2016) 

• Costa Rica (100% for 100+ consecutive days in 2016) 

• Denmark (electricity by 2035, all energy by 2050 – several  days of 100% in 2016) 

By 2030: Bhutan, Iceland, Lesotho, Mozambique, Norway, Paraguay, Sweden, 
Uruguay 

Between 2030 and 2050: Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Barbados, Bhutan, Burkina Faso, 
Cambodia, Colombia, Comoros, Costa Rica, Democratic Republic of the Congo, 
Dominican Republic, Ethiopia, Fiji, The Gambia, Ghana, Grenada, Guatemala, Haiti, 
Honduras, Kenya, Kiribati, Lebanon, Madagascar, Malawi, Maldives, Marshall Islands, 
Mongolia, Morocco, Nepal, Niger, Palau, Palestine, Papua New Guinea, Philippines, 
Rwanda, Saint Lucia, Samoa, Senegal, South Sudan, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Tanzania, Timor-
Leste, Tunisia, Tuvalu, Vanuatu, Vietnam and Yemen. 





100% Clean and Renewable Wind, Water, and Sunlight All-
Sector Energy Roadmaps for 139 Countries of the World  

Country

Permanent, 
full-time 
construction 
jobs

Permanent, 
full-time 
operation 
jobs

Job losses 
in fossil-fuel 
and nuclear 
energy 
industries

Permanen, 
full-time 
net 
constructio
n plus 
operation 
jobs 
created 
minus jobs 
lost

Annual 
earning s 
from new 
constru 
ction jobs 
(bil $/ yr)

Earning s 
from new 
operatio n 
jobs (bil $/
yr)

Net 
earnings 
from new 
constructio
n plus 
operation 
jobs minus 
jobs lost 
(bil $/yr)

South 
Africa 303,700 298,643 305,294 297,049 15.45 15.19  15.11  

Source: JOUL, Volume 1  Supplemental Information 

100% Clean and Renewable Wind, Water, and Sunlight All-Sector Energy Roadmaps for 139 Countries of the World 


Mark Z. Jacobson, Mark A. Delucchi, Zack A.F. Bauer, Savannah C. Goodman, William E. Chapman, Mary A. Cameron, Cedric Bozonnat, Liat 
Chobadi, Hailey A. Clonts, Peter Enevoldsen, Jenny R. Erwin, Simone N. Fobi, Owen K. Goldstrom, Eleanor M. Hennessy, Jingyi Liu, Jonathan 
Lo, Clayton B. Meyer, Sean B. Morris, Kevin R. Moy, Patrick L. O'Neill, Ivalin Petkov, Stephanie Redfern, Robin Schucker, Michael A. Sontag, 

Jingfan Wang, Eric Weiner, and Alexander S. Yachanin: 

https://www.cell.com/cms/10.1016/j.joule.2017.07.005/attachment/bb6d9114-c8a3-4afd-8acf-886f575e54cf/mmc1.pdf




Job creation potential of switch to 
renewable energy in SA

India: Renewable energy 
sector in 2014: 42,849 MW

South Africa electricity 
sector 2016: 42,090 MW

Jobs: 437,000
Eskom: 45,000 

Coal industry: 86,919 (but 
28% of our coal is exported)



– Tobias Bischof-Niemz, formerly Eskom and CSIR

““South Africa is in a very fortunate situation where 
we can decarbonize our energy system at negative 

cost.” 



Scope of the global 
divestment movement



23 July 2019



Global fossil fuel divestment 
movement inspired by anti-apartheid 
disinvestment movement, led by 350



Scope of international divestment 
movement



Scope of international divestment 
movement







1 July 2019







Bringing it back to 
retirement funds





Safe housing & infrastructure

Stable investments and financial system

Proximity to expert healthcareKnowing your children  
and grandchildren are secure

A natural world that is safe and pleasant to inhabit



climate breakdown – drought, 
 floods, fire, natural disaster, 
 biodiversity & wildlife loss

Possible stranded assets, ever-rising energy costs, destabilised financial system

Increased disease burden, deaths 
from natural disasters, increased 
food insecurity and poor nutrition

Infrastructure degradation from 
floods, fires, sea-level rise, extreme 

heat

Increased wars, violence, stresses 
from migration



Residents evacuate Noordhoek Manor retirement village as  
wildfire approaches: Cape Town, 2 March 2015.



"

Case study: Waltham Forest 
Municipal Pension Fund (UK)

• September 2016: Agreed that within five years it 
would divest from fossil fuel equity investments: 
‘there will be better returns achieved by investing in 
the future low carbon economy’ 

• Five-year period will allow the fund to identify the 
best approach for implementing this policy. 

• Constraint: have to use funds within the London 
‘collective investment vehicle’ 

• Has increased exposure to global equities 

• Appointed new managers with ESG expertise from 
within the London CIV



"

Case study: Waltham Forest 
Municipal Pension Fund (UK)

• Global equities: oil, gas and coal down to 
2.1% from 14%. 

• UK equities: oil, gas and coal increased to 
10% from 7%. 

• Total: oil, gas and coal at 5.3% down from 
6.6% in March 2017 

• Have asked London CIV to offer suitable 
funds. 

• Have asked AXA Framlington to offer 
suitable funds



"

Case study: Waltham Forest 
Municipal Pension Fund (UK)



Common objections to divestment, answered

Objection Response

Coronation: “We can more effectively 
press for positive change by being an 

active, engaged investor than by 
sitting on the sidelines”

- Partial divestment can be 
managed in tandem with 

engagement

- Most asset managers have in fact 
so far engaged very little on climate 

- Seeking out stronger alternatives 
is not ‘sitting on the sidelines”

- Shareholder engagement can be 
effective but has rarely shifted core 

business models



Common objections to divestment, answered

Objection Response

No fund can be 100% fossil free.
- True, but every significant shift 

towards lower-carbon makes further 
shifts possible.

- Every cut reduces the overall risk

- Investing in stronger alternatives is 
not ‘sitting on the sidelines”



Common objections to divestment, answered

Objection Response

No fund can be 100% fossil free.
- True, but every significant shift 

towards lower-carbon makes further 
shifts possible.

- Every cut reduces the overall risk

- Investing in stronger alternatives is 
not ‘sitting on the sidelines”



Individual 
wealth

=

personal wealth + 
social + 

environmental 
wealth

Individual 
wealth at 

retirement
=

Future personal 
wealth + future 

social + 
environmental 

wealth



Will you lose money 
by divesting?



80% of all fossil fuel reserves need to stay in the ground

3,000 billion 
tCO2e

600 billion 
tCO2e

• Unburnable carbon

• Carbon budget to remain below 2ºC

Source: Carbon Tracker



Study by Morgan Stanley that assessed over 10,000 
funds and managed accounts shows that  

“Investing in sustainability has usually met, and often 
exceeded, the performance of comparable traditional 

investments. This is on both an absolute and a risk- 
adjusted basis, across asset classes and over time.” 

– Morgan Stanley, 2015. Sustainable Reality: 
Understanding the Performance of Sustainable 

Investment Strategies, Morgan Stanley Institute for 
Sustainable Investing 



ET Index Research: Performance of divested SWIX 

with 76% carbon emissions intensity reduction



What about jobs?



The sustainable economy
Old economy (extractivist) New economy (regenerative)

Imposes external costs on people 
and society

Aims to build common wealth and 
wellbeing

Responds to depletion by seeking 
out new resources to exploit

Aims to avoid depletion and 
cultivate or maintain existing 

resources

Linear resource flow: mining to 
waste

Circular resource flow: zero waste

Agriculture as mining: destroying 
soils and nature

Agriculture as cultivation: Building 
soils and working with nature

Source: Various, esp. Johan Rockström, Stockholm Resilience Institute



How to approach an RF 
climate/divestment policy: 

some suggestions



• Ensure that you are climate competent, taking advice and doing 
portfolio climate-carbon risk analysis. 

• Engage members on an ongoing basis. Advise them of the dangers, 
risks and opportunities of climate change and of continued investment 
in fossil fuels. Make climate change, sustainability and ESG issues 
prominent on websites. Update members on ESG good practice. Seek 
their engagement and buy-in to further action. 

• Assess carbon footprint of portfolios, asking which investments are 
vulnerable to climate and carbon risk, climate-related transition, and 
which will help mitigate/buffer that transition. 

• Develop a clear climate policy and active stewardship policy 

• Work together with other retirement funds to advocate for ecologically 
progressive government policy



• Insist that investee companies have 1.5 degree compatible transition 
plans. 

• Communicate this policy to asset managers and consultants. Hold 
asset managers to the highest possible standards. 

• Develop an investment strategy with clear, measurable targets and 
timelines to remove portfolio risk and take advantage of transitional 
opportunities.  

•  Make asset managers compete to meet current benchmarks with 
divested/ESG portfolios 

•Support social and political voices for decisive climate action 



Individual 
wealth

=
personal wealth + 

social wealth

Individual 
wealth at 

retirement
=

Future personal 
wealth + future 
social wealth



David Le Page / david@fossilfreesa.org.za

mailto:david@fossilfreesa.org.za

